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Sobre
Este é um capı́tulo da minha tese de Doutorado intitulada “Um Provador de Teoremas
Multi-Estratégia”. Esta tese, na área de Ciência da Computação, foi defendida em 30 de
janeiro de 2007 no Instituto de Matemática e Estatı́stica (IME) da Universidade de São
Paulo (USP). Meu orientador foi o Prof. Dr. Marcelo Finger. O texto completo desta tese
está disponı́vel em
http://www.teses.usp.br/teses/disponiveis/45/45134/tde-04052007-175943/

About
This is a chapter of my Ph.D. thesis entitled “A Multi-Strategy Theorem Prover”.
This Computer Science thesis was defended on January 30th, 2007 at the Institute of
Mathematics and Statistics (IME) of the University of São Paulo (USP). My advisor was
Prof. Dr. Marcelo Finger. Thesis full text is available at
http: // www. teses. usp. br/ teses/ disponiveis/ 45/ 45134/ tde-04052007-175943/ .
Only the first chapter was written in Portuguese. All the following appendices were written
in English.

Apêndice D
KEMS Evaluation
Theorem provers are usually compared by using benchmarks [112]. SATLIB [102]
(for CPL) and TPTP [111] (for first-order classical logic) are two web sites that contain
benchmark problems to evaluate theorem provers. We have chosen to evaluate KEMS
using as benchmarks some families of difficult problems [12, 95], some of which well known
and some new families we developed to test KEMS. We present below the families we
used to evaluate CPL, mbC and mCi strategies.

D.1

Problem Families

A problem family is a set of problems that we know, by construction, whether they
are valid, satisfiable or unsatisfiable. For any family f we have a procedure such that, for
any n ∈ N, n ≥ 1, we construct an instance fn of this family.
V
In the problem families described below, formulas such as ni=m Ai (an iterated conW
junction) and ni=m Ai (an iterated disjunction) may appear, where m, n ∈ N. If m = n,
then both reduce to Am . If m < n, then the first reduces to (Am ∧ (Am+1 ∧ (. . . ∧ (An−1 ∧
An )))) and the second to (Am ∨ (Am+1 ∨ (. . . ∨ (An−1 ∨ An )))). And if m > n, then the first
formula is an empty conjunction (which corresponds to the > formula) and the second is
an empty disjunction (which corresponds to the ⊥ formula). Besides that, whenever we
have (A ∧ >), (> ∧ A), (A ∨ ⊥) or (⊥ ∨ A), for any formula A, we replace any of these
formulas by A.
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CPL Problem Families

The problem families used to evaluate KEMS CPL strategies contain explicit propositional valid sequents whose proofs in Sequent Calculus [56], Analytic Tableaux [106] or
Resolution [100] can be exponential. For instance, zChaff [53], one of the fastest SAT
solvers available, takes a couple of days to prove the instance number 14 of the PHP
family on a personal computer.
Γ Problems
The n-th instance of the Γ family [12] has 2n propositional variables and 2n + 2
formulas. It is possible to find both exponential and non-exponential (in n) proofs of
instances of this family using AT. For the n-th instance (Γn ), the sequent to be proved
is:
p1 ∨ q1 , Cn ` pn+1 ∨ qn+1
where
Cn = {pi → (pi+1 ∨ qi+1 ), qi → (pi+1 ∨ qi+1 )|1 ≤ i ≤ n}
H Problems
For this family, the sequent to be proved for the n-th instance is

` Hn

where Hn is constructed in the following way:
H1 = p1 ∨ ¬p1
H2 = (p1 ∧ p2 ) ∨ (p1 ∧ ¬p2 ) ∨ (¬p1 ∧ p2 ) ∨ (¬p1 ∧ ¬p2 )
H3 = (p1 ∧ p2 ∧ p3 ) ∨ . . . ∨ (¬p1 ∧ ¬p2 ∧ ¬p3 )
..
.
These formulas (also called “truly fat” formulas) were defined in [28] and used to
prove that the Analytic Tableaux method cannot polynomially simulate the truth-table
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method1 . Each instance of this family has n propositional variables, but the size of the
formula Hn grows exponentially in n (because any instance has 2n clauses q1 ∧ . . . ∧ qn ,
where each qi is either equal to pi or ¬pi ).
Statman Problems
Statman formulas [108] can be constructed as follows. Consider
Ak =

Vk

j=1 (pj

∨ qj )

B1 = p1
C1 = q1
and, inductively:
Bi+1 = Ai → pi+1

Ci+1 = Ai → qi+1

The sequent to be proved for the n-th instance of this family is:

B1 ∨ C1 , . . . , Bn ∨ Cn ` pn ∨ qn

Statman has proved that this family of formulas has polynomial proofs in sequent
calculus if we use the cut rule, but only exponential size cut-free proofs [12].
Pigeon Hole Principle Problems
The Pigeon Hole Principle (PHP) [95, 12] states that given n − 1 pigeon holes and n
objects to be put in these holes, there is always one hole that will receive at least two
objects.
The sequent to be proved is
` PHPn
where
PHPn = An → Bn
1

And this problem family has a structure which is very similar to the structure of the problems used
in [22] (and commented in [76]) to analyze the complexity of Analytic Tableaux.
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and
An =

n n−1
^
_

pi,j

i=1 j=1

Bn =

n−1
n n−1
__
_

(pi,j ∧ pk,j )

i=1 k=i j=1

where pi,j expresses that object number i was inserted in hole number j. The An formula
states that every object goes to some hole and the Bn formula that at least one hole
receives 2 objects.
This problem leads to a lot of branching in Analytic Tableaux and Sequent Calculus. In Sequent Calculus, cut-free proofs are exponential but there is a very complicated
polynomial proof with cut [9].
U Problems
The U family was described in [95]. It is stated there that resolution system proofs of
this problem instances increase exponentially with n. The sequent to be proved for the
n-th instance of this family is ` Un , where Un is defined as follows:
U1 : (P1 ↔ P1 )
U2 : (P1 ↔ (P2 ↔ (P1 ↔ P2 )))
U3 : (P1 ↔ (P2 ↔ (P3 ↔ (P1 ↔ (P2 ↔ P3 )))))
..
.
Un : (P1 ↔ (P2 ↔ (P3 ↔ . . . ↔ (Pn ↔ (P1 ↔ P2 . . . ↔ Pn ) . . .)
Square Tseitin Problems
We present below a description (found in [95]) of the arbitrary graph problems due to
Tseitin:
Consider a graph with the edges labelled. (. . . ) Assign 0 or 1 arbitrarily to
nodes of the graph. For each node of the graph, we associate a set of clauses
as follows:
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1. every label of an edge emanating from that node will occur in each clause
(of the set of clauses generated from that node);
2. if the node is assigned 0, then the number of negated literals in each of
the generated clauses is to be odd. Generate all such clauses for that
node;
3. if the node is assigned 1, then the number of negated literals in each of
the generated clauses is to be even. Generate all such clauses for that
node.
Tseitin’s result is this: the sum (mod 2) of the 0’s and 1’s assigned to the
nodes of the graph equals 1 if and only if the set of all generated clauses is
inconsistent.
A rather obvious subset of Tseitin’s problems is what we call here Square Tseitin (ST)
problems. The STn instance is constructed (using Tseitin procedure) from a graph that
resembles a matrix, with n lines and n columns of nodes. Every node is connected with
its four closest neighbors: left, right, top and bottom2 . The top left node is assigned
0 and the other nodes are assigned 1. The result is an inconsistent set of clauses. By
negating this set of clauses we obtain a valid sequent. We will not describe the exact
procedure here; we only present ST1 , which is the following sequent: ` (V00 ↔ H00 ) ∨
((V01 ⊕ H00 ) ∨ ((V00 ⊕ H10 ) ∨ (V01 ⊕ H10 ))). An alternative version of this instance is:
(V00 ⊕ H00 ) ` (V01 ⊕ H00 ), (V00 ⊕ H10 ), (V01 ⊕ H10 ).
Backjumping PHP Problems
To test the performance of strategies in presence of irrelevant premises, we devised a
schema to generate what we called backjumping versions of any family. For instance, for
each PHP family instance we can generate one or more backjumping versions (B PHP)
of these problems. The idea is to include in the beginning of each instance one or more
2

Obviously, some nodes do not have one or more of these neighbors.
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signed formulas that are not relevant, such as:

Ai,1 ® Ai,2

or
¬(Ai,1 ® Ai,2 )
where i ∈ N+ and ® ∈ {∧, ∨, →}.
For instance, if we add three irrelevant formulas to PHP4 , we obtain the following
B PHP34 instance:
¬(A1,1 ∧ A1,2 ), (A2,1 ∨ A2,2 ), (A3,1 → A3,2 ) ` PHP4

where we know that no Ai,j for any i or j appears in PHP4 .
We used backjumping versions of PHP to evaluate KEMS.
Random SAT Problems
Random K-SAT formulas were presented in [82] as a class of random formulas to be
used as a benchmark for CPL satisfiability-testing procedures. To generate a problem instance of this class one must provide values for three parameters: number of propositional
symbols, number of clauses and length of each clause. The generated set of clauses can
be satisfiable or not. We have generated six instances of random K-SAT problems (see
Table D.1) to test KEMS. To verify unsatisfiability of a set of clauses {C1 , C2 . . . Cn } we
try to prove whether (C1 ∧ C2 ∧ . . . ∧ Cn ) ` ⊥ is valid.
name
cnf1
cnf2
cnf3
cnf4
cnf5
cnf6

propositional variables
10
10
20
10
20
30

clauses
30
70
70
140
140
140

clause length
3
3
3
3
3
3

size
223
526
517
1042
1043
1066

Table D.1: Random K-SAT problems.

CPL satisfiability
satisfiable
unsatisfiable
satisfiable
unsatisfiable
unsatisfiable
unsatisfiable
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LFI Problem Families

We present below the problem families we devised to evaluate mbC and mCi theorem
provers. We had two objectives in mind. First, to obtain families of valid problems whose
KE proofs were as complex as possible. And second, to devise problems which required
the use of many, if not all, KE rules. These families are not classically valid, since their
formulas are in For◦• . However, if we define ◦X = > and •X = ⊥ in CPL3 , then all
def

def

families become CPL-valid and can be used for evaluating a CPL prover.
The LFI families can be divided into two groups: first to fourth families are valid in
mbC (and also in mCi, since this logic extends mbC) while seventh to ninth families
were designed as valid mCi problems. This strange numbering is due to historical reasons
(fifth and sixth families are not presented here).
Note: in [18] we can find many simple problems that can be used to evaluate the
correctness of provers for LFIs, including the so-called contraposition rules. We have
used all these problems to evaluate KEMS. They were useful to evaluate correctness, but
not to evaluate performance since they are rather small.
First family
Here we present the first family (Φ1 ) of valid sequents for mbC. In this family all
mbC connectives from the Σ◦ signature are used. The sequent to be proved for the n-th
instance (Φ1n ) of this problem is:
n
^

(¬Ai ),

i=1

n
^

((◦Ai ) → Ai ), [

i=1

n
_

(◦Ai )] ∨ (¬An → C) ` C

(D.1)

i=1

The sequent in (D.1) means that, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the following set of assumptions
has C as a logical consequence:
1. all ¬Ai are true;
2. if ◦Ai is true, then Ai is also true;
3. either one of the ◦Ai s or ¬An → C is true.
3

A natural way of extending CPL presented in [18].
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The explanation for this family is the following: suppose we are working with a system
that allows inconsistent information representation. The Ai fact means that someone
expressed an opinion A about an individual i and ¬Ai means that someone expressed an
opinion ¬A about this same individual. For instance, if A means that a person is nice,
¬A3 means that at least one person finds 3 is not nice, and A4 means that at least one
person finds 4 nice. Then ◦Ai means that either all people think i is nice, or all people
think i is not nice, or there is no opinion A recorded about i. ‘◦Ai → Ai ’ means that if
all opinions about a person are the same, then that opinion is A.
For a subset of individuals numbered 1 to n, we have ¬Ai and ◦Ai → Ai for all of them.
From the fact that either ¬An → C or for one of them we have ◦Ai , we can conclude C.
It is easy to obtain polynomial mbC KE proofs for this family of problems. The
proofs use most (but not all) mbC KE rules and have a comb-like form (see Figure D.1).
In this figure, the shown proof of Φ1n closes left branches with the following sequence of
signed formulas, which we call Φ1c (i):

T ◦ Ai
T Ai
F Ai
×
Thus, a proof of Φ1n is a Φ1p (1) structure, where Φ1p (i) is depicted below:
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1. Φ1p (1) is:
Φ1n
..
.

T ¬A1
..
.

T ¬An
T (◦A1 ) → A1
..
.

T (◦An ) → An
Φ1c (1)

Φ1p (2)

2. For 1 < i ≤ n, Φ1p (i) is defined as:

F ◦ Ai−1
Wn

T[

j=i (◦Aj )]

∨ ((¬An ) → C)

Φ1c (i)

Φ1p (i + 1)

3. And when i = n + 1, Φ1p (i) is:

F ◦ An
T (¬An ) → C
F ¬An
×
Second Family
The second family of problems (Φ2 ) is a variation over the first family whose proofs
can be exponential. The sequent to be proved for the n-th instance of this family (Φ2n ) is:
n
^

n
_
W
V
(¬Ai ), [ ni=1 [(◦Ai ) → ([ nj=i+1 ◦ Aj ] ∨ ((¬An ) → C))]], [ (◦Ai )] ∨ (¬An → C) ` C

i=1

i=1
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Φ1n
..
.

T ¬A1

..
.
T ¬An
T (◦A1 ) → A1
..
.

T (◦An ) → An
Φ1c (1)

F ◦ A1
Wn
T [ i=2 (◦Ai )] ∨ ((¬An ) → C)
..
.

Φ1c (2)

F ◦ An−1

...

T (◦An ) ∨ ((¬An ) → C)

Φ1c (n)

F ◦ An
T (¬An ) → C
F ¬An
×

Figure D.1: A proof of Φ1n .
In this family, instead of closing left branches easily on Φ1c (i), we obtain two child
branches with the same difficulty. Our objective when designing this family was to obtain
a problem whose proof contained two proofs of the immediately smaller instance of the
same problem:
Φ2i
..
.

..
.

Φ2i−1

Φ2i−1

To achieve this, we had to replace the conjunction of (◦Ai ) → Ai in (D.1) by a
conjunction of
(◦Ai ) → ([

n
_

◦Aj ] ∨ ((¬An ) → C))

(D.2)

j=i+1

This means that for every person numbered 1 to n, if all opinions about a person are the
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same, then either all opinions about some other person with a higher index are the same
or (¬An ) → C) is true.
The proof of Φ2n is
Φ2n

T (¬A1 ) ∧ (¬A2 ) ∧ . . . ∧ (¬An )
Φ2 p(1)
Where, for 1 ≤ i < n, Φ2 p(i) is:

T ◦ Ai
T ([

Wn
j=i+1

F ◦ Ai

◦Aj ] ∨ ((¬An ) → C))

Wn

T ([

j=i+1

Φ2 p(i + 1)

◦Aj ] ∨ ((¬An ) → C))
Φ2 p(i + 1)

Finally, Φ2 p(n) is

T ◦ An

F ◦ An

T (¬An ) → C

T (¬An ) → C

F ¬An

F ¬An

×

×

In Figure D.2 we show a proof of Φ23 . The right branch (which we omitted) is a copy
of the left branch except that, in the beginning, instead of T ◦ A1 we have F ◦ A1 .
Third Family
With the third family of problems we intended to develop a family whose instances
required the application of all mbC KE rules. To obtain an instance of the third family
(Φ3 ), we have to make the following changes to an instance of the second family:
1. replace C in the right-side of the sequent by C 0 → (C 00 ∨ C);
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T (¬A1 ) ∧ (¬A2 ) ∧ (¬A3 )
T [(◦A1 ) → ((◦A2 ) ∨ (◦A3 ) ∨ ((¬A3 ) → C))]∧
[(◦A2 ) → ((◦A3 ) ∨ ((¬A3 ) → C))]∧
[(◦A3 ) → (((¬A3 ) → C))]
T (◦A1 ) ∨ (◦A2 ) ∨ (◦A3 ) ∨ ((¬A3 ) → C)
FC
T ¬A1
T ¬A2
T ¬A3

T

T

◦ A1
(◦A2 ) ∨ (◦A3 ) ∨ ((¬A3 ) → C)

T

T ◦ A2
T (◦A3 ) ∨ ((¬A3 ) → C)

F ◦ A2
T (◦A3 ) ∨ ((¬A3 ) → C)

T

T

◦ A3
T (¬A3 ) → C
F ¬A3
×

F

◦ A3
T (¬A3 ) → C
F ¬A3
×

F

◦ A1
(◦A2 ) ∨ (◦A3 ) ∨ ((¬A3 ) → C)
..
.

F

◦ A3
T (¬A3 ) → C
F ¬A3
×

◦ A3
T (¬A3 ) → C
F ¬A3
×

Figure D.2: A proof of Φ23 .
2. replace [

Wn

j=i+1 ◦Aj ] ∨ ((¬An ) → C) in (

Vn

Wn
((◦A
)
→
([
i
i=1
j=i+1 ◦Aj ] ∨ ((¬An ) →

C))) (which is left-associated on ∨) by a right-associated (((¬An ) ∧ Ul ) → C) ∨
V
[ nj=i+1 ◦Aj ];
3. in (D.2), replace (¬An ) → C by (Ur ∧ (¬An )) → C;
4. add Ul ∧ Ur to the left-side of the sequent.
The result is the following sequent (Φ3n ):
Ul ∧ Ur ,
Vn
i=1 (¬Ai ),
Wn
Vn
j=i+1 ◦Aj )],
i=1 [(◦Ai ) → ((((¬An ) ∧ Ul ) → C) ∨
W
( ni=1 ◦Ai ) ∨ ((Ur ∧ (¬An )) → C)
` C 0 → (C 00 ∨ C)
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Fourth Family
This is a family where negation appears only in the conclusion. The sequent to be
proved (Φ4n ) is:
n
^

(Ai ),

i=1

n
^

((Ai ∨ Bi ) → (◦Ai+1 )), [

i=1

n
^

(◦Ai )] → An+1 ` ¬¬An+1

i=2

The formulas of this family can be explained as follows. We have two formulas to
represent two types of opinion: A and B. First we assume Ai for every i from 1 to n.
Then we suppose for all j from 1 to n that (Ai ∨ Bj implies that ◦Aj+1 . And finally we
assume that for every k from 2 to n the conjunction of ◦Ak ’s implies An+1 . It is easy to
see that from these assumptions we can deduce An+1 . So we can also deduce its double
negation: ¬¬An+1 .
Seventh family
The seventh family (Φ7 ) was designed for testing mCi provers. Notwithstanding, if
def

we use the definition •A = ¬ ◦ A, it is also valid in mbC. The sequent to be proved (Φ7n )
is:

n
^

(Ai ),

i=1

In this sequent, the

n
^

(Bi → (¬Ai )),

i=1

Wn

i=1 (◦Ai )

n
_

(◦Ai ) `

i=1

n
^

((•Ai ) ∨ (¬Bi ))

i=1

formula is actually not essential to arrive at the conclusion.
0

Therefore, we can define a variant (called Φ7 ) of this family where this formula does not
appear. The Φ7 family is probably more difficult to prove because of the irrelevant premise.
Eighth family
The eighth family (Φ8 ) was also designed as a valid mCi problem family. This family
is not valid for mbC4 . The sequent to be proved (Φ8n ) is the following:
n
_

(•Ai ),

i=1
4

n
^

(Ai → (¬Bi )),

i=1

n
^

((¬Ai ) → C(n−i+1) ) `

i=1

n
^

((¬Bi ) ∧ C(n−i+1) )

i=1

Not even if we define the inconsistency (‘•’) connective in the standard way.
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Ninth family
The ninth family (Φ9 ) is also a mCi valid family which is not mbC-valid5 . The
sequent to be proved (Φ9n ) is:
n
_

(◦Ai ),

i=1

n
^

(Bi → (•Ai )) `

i=1

n
_

¬((◦(◦Ai )) → Bi )

i=1

We can have several valid variations of this family, for m ≥ 0 and p ≥ 0:
n
_

(¬ (◦Ai )),

i=1

def

m

n
^

m

(Bi → (¬ (•Ai ))) `

i=1

n
_

¬((◦(¬p (◦Ai ))) → Bi )

i=1

def

where (¬1 A) = (¬A) and (¬n A) = (¬(¬n−1 A)).

D.2

Results Obtained

In this section we exhibit the results obtained by KEMS on the problem families
we just presented. All results were obtained on a Pentium IV machine with a 3.20G
Hz processor and 3775MB memory running Linux version 2.6.15-26-386. The java -jar
kems.jar command6 was issued with the -Xms200m -Xmx2048m options to set the initial
and maximum heap sizes. This allowed KEMS to use more of the computer’s main
memory than the default memory allocated by the java virtual machine.
As we have pointed out in Section C.3, the user can present to KEMS a problem and
a prover configuration. For the purpose of evaluation, we have developed a command-line
version of KEMS that accepts a sequence of problems and a set of prover configurations
to be run on the problems. The so-called sequence files used to evaluate KEMS as well
as all results obtained are available on [92].
For each prover configuration, the first two parameters are the logical system and the
analyzer. In our sequence files, the logical system could be CPL, mbC or mCi, the three
logical systems implemented in KEMS current version.
5

Also not even if we give the standard definition of the inconsistency connective in mbC.
The command used to execute kems.jar, which is the java archive that contains KEMS executable
version.
6
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First, we have evaluated CPL prover configurations with all CPL problems presented
in Section D.1.1 and also with LFI problems families7 (Section D.1.2). For CPL, we had
problems written in the format defined in [38] and problems written in SATLIB SAT
Format [101]. For the format defined in [38] we used the sats5 analyzer, an analyzer
implemented using JFlex [66] for lexical analysis and CUP [62] for syntactical analysis.
And for the SATLIB SAT Format we used the satcnf2 analyzer, implemented using the
same technologies.
After that, we evaluated prover configurations for mbC and mCi with all LFI
problems families which are valid in at least one of the two logical systems. We extended the format defined in [38] to deal with LFI connectives and implemented the
satlfiinconsdef analyzer, also using JFlex and CUP.
The most important prover configuration parameters for our evaluation were the strategy and the sorter. The reason is that we have noticed through our experiments that these
two are the parameters that most affect a prover configuration performance. For this reason, in the following we will refer to a prover configuration as a strategy-sorter pair, or
simply a pair.
As we had a lot of problems to evaluate, we fixed the ‘number of times the prover must
run the proof search procedure with a given problem’ parameter to one, and the ‘time
limit for the proof search procedure’ parameter to three minutes or 180.000 milliseconds
(the time spent is measured by KEMS in milliseconds). We set to true the ‘save formula
origin’ option, and to false the ‘discard closed branches’ option and the ‘save discarded
branches’ option.
In the tables we display below each prover configuration will be represented by a binary
tuple:
<strategyId,sorterId>
where strategyId and sorterId can vary.
These are the ids for strategies:
SS - CPL Simple Strategy;
7

Except the fifth and the sixth.
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MSS - CPL Memory Saver Strategy;
BSS - CPL Backjumping Simple Strategy;
LS - CPL Learning Strategy;
CLS - CPL Comb Learning Strategy;
CS - CPL Configurable Strategy;
MBCSS - mbC Simple Strategy;
MBCES - mbC Extended Strategy;
MCISS - mCi Simple Strategy;
MCIES - mCi Extended Strategy.
And these are the ids for sorters:
ins - insertion order;
rev - reverse order;
and - ‘and’ connective;
or - ‘or’ connective;
imp - ‘implication’ connective;
bi-impli - ‘bi-implication’ connective;
xor - ‘exclusive or’ connective;

T - ‘true’ sign;
F - ‘false’ sign;
inc - increasing complexity;
dec - decreasing complexity;
nfo - string order;
rfo - reverse string order.

D.2.1

Gamma Family Results

The biggest Γ family instance solved within the time limit was Γ360 , whose size is 3606.
In Table D.2 we can see the results obtained by some selected pairs with this instance.
The worst pair for this instance lasts approximately the same than the best ones. And
its proof size is exactly the same size of the best pairs. In fact, several pairs obtained
results similar to the time and size results obtained by the best pairs. In Table D.3 we
show two results obtained with the biggest instance solved by all pairs (Γ10 , whose size
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is 106). Several other pairs obtained results very similar to the one obtained by the best
and worst pair. It is easy to see that the differences in time (more that 150 times) and
size (more that 25 times) between the best and the worst pair are big.
Pair
<LS,inc>
<BSS,inc>
<CLS,rfo>
<SS,dec>

Time spent
166068
166120
166631
174465

Proof Size
7926
7926
7926
7926

Comments
best in time and size
second best in time
third best in time
worst in time

Table D.2: Γ360 results table.

Pair
<BSS,T>
<CLS,and>
<CLS,imp>
<CS,rev>
<CS,ins>

Time spent
7
7
7
669
1061

Proof Size
226
226
226
3950
5735

Comments
best in time and size
best in time and size
best in time and size
an intermediate result
worst in time and size

Table D.3: Γ10 results table.

D.2.2

H Family Results

The biggest H family instance solved within the time limit was H6 (whose size is 954)
and it was solved by all pairs. The best results were obtained by MSS pairs. In Table D.4
we can see the results obtained by some selected pairs with the biggest instance solved.
The worst pair for this instance lasts approximately two times more than the best ones.
And its size is approximately two times higher than the size of best pairs.
Pair
<MSS,F>
<MSS,ins>
<MSS,dec>
<CLS,rfo>

Time spent
29313
29314
29321
79890

Proof Size
33345
33345
33345
75887

Comments
best in time and size
second best in time
third best in time
worst in time and size

Table D.4: H6 results table.
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Statman Family Results

The biggest Statman family instance solved within the time limit was Statman29 ,
whose size is 3338. The best results were obtained by MSS pairs; all of them solved the
biggest solved instance. In Table D.5 we can see the results obtained by some selected
pairs with the biggest solved instance. The worst pair for this instance lasts approximately
three times more than the best ones. And the proof sizes of all pairs that solved the biggest
instance are equal. In Table D.6 we show the results obtained with the biggest instance
solved by all pairs (Statman9 , whose size is 318). It is easy to see that the differences in
time (more that 600 times) and size (more that 150 times) are huge.
Pair
<MSS,F>
<MSS,or>
<MSS,xor>
<LS,rev>

Time spent
5838
5840
5859
15452

Proof Size
34366
34366
34366
34366

Comments
best in time and size
second best in time
third best in time
worst in time

Table D.5: Statman29 results table.

Pair
<MSS,or>
<MSS,xor>
<MSS,dec>
<CS,rfo>
<CS,or>

Time spent
37
37
38
22722
21494

Proof Size
1256
1256
1256
179991
192983

Comments
best in time and size
second best in time
third best in time
worst in time
worst in size

Table D.6: Statman9 results table.

D.2.4

PHP Family Results

The best results for the PHP6 instance (the biggest PHP instance solved within a 3minute time limit) were obtained by the <MSS,or> and <MSS,T> pairs, with approximately
9 seconds and a proof size of 21273. No strategy could solve PHP7 within the time limit.
PHP6 was solved by 43 pairs, 10 of each had MSS, SS, LS and SS as strategy. Only 3
pairs had CS as strategy and none had CLS as strategy. PHP4 was the biggest instance
that was solved by all pairs.
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In Table D.7 we can see the results obtained by some selected pairs with the biggest
solved instance (PHP6 , whose size is 455). The worst pair for this biggest instance lasts
ten times more than the best ones. And its proof size is approximately 7 times bigger
than the best sizes.
Pair
<MSS,or>
<MSS,T>
<SS,T>
<LS,xor>

Time spent
9067
9086
9543
101522

Proof Size
21273
21273
21273
148743

Comments
best in time and size
second best in time
third best in time
worst in time and size

Table D.7: PHP6 results table.

We also tried PHP7 (whose size is 692) with a 20-minute time limit. The results are
presented in Table D.8. Surprisingly, the best pairs solved the biggest solved instance in
less than three minutes. Again the best pair was <MSS,or>.
Pair
<MSS,or>
<MSS,rfo>
<SS,T>
<BSS,T>
<LS,or>

Time spent
150007
154587
162933
169517
166666

Proof Size
153988
153988
153988
153988
181704

Comments
best in time and size
second best in time and size
third best in time and size
worst in time
worst in size

Table D.8: PHP7 results table.

In Table D.9 we can see the results obtained by two pairs with the biggest instance
solved by all pairs (PHP4 , whose size is 155). The worst pair for this instance lasts 43
times more than the best ones. And its proof size is approximately 13 times bigger than
the best sizes.
Pair
<BSS,or>
<CS,F>

Time spent
70
3024

Proof Size
720
9689

Comments
one of the several best in time and size
worst in time and size

Table D.9: PHP4 results table.
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U Family Results

The biggest U family instance solved within the time limit was U13 (whose size is
51). The best results were obtained by MSS pairs; all of them solved the biggest solved
instance.
In Table D.10 we can see the results obtained by some selected pairs with the biggest
solved instance. The worst pair for this instance lasts approximately 1.5 times more than
the best ones. And the proof sizes of all pairs that solved the biggest instance are equal.
In Table D.11 we show the results obtained with the biggest instance solved by all pairs
(U8 , whose size is 31). It is easy to see how big are the differences in time (more than 400
times) and size (more than 18 times) between the best and worst pairs.
Pair
<MSS,bi-impli>
<MSS,rfo>
<MSS,T>
<SS,rev>

Time spent
33686
33790
33793
49541

Proof Size
483158
483158
483158
483158

Comments
best in time and size
second best in time
third best in time
worst in time

Table D.10: U13 results table.

Pair
<MSS,inc>
<MSS,F>
<MSS,ins>
<CLS,rev>
<CLS,rfo>

Time spent
314
319
319
134411
127820

Proof Size
9554
9554
9554
174624
174880

Comments
best in time and size
second best in time
third best in time
worst in time
worst in size

Table D.11: U8 results table.

D.2.6

Square Tseitin Family Results

The biggest ST family instance solved within the time limit was ST4 , whose size is 80.
The best time results were obtained by MSS pairs. Besides that, all of them solved the
biggest solved instance. Only CLS pairs could not solve this instance.
In Table D.12 we can see the results obtained by some selected pairs with the biggest
solved instance. The worst pair for this instance lasts approximately 3 times more than
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the best ones. And its proof size is approximately 3 times biggest than the best pair size.
In Table D.13 we show the results obtained with the biggest instance solved by all pairs
(ST3 , whose size is 39). It is easy to see that the differences in time (more than 10 times)
and size (approximately 4 times) between the best and worst pairs are not so big.
Pair
<MSS,rev>
<MSS,inc>
<CS,dec>
<CS,ins>
<CS,rev>

Time spent
1087
1156
1454
1503
3933

Proof Size
13676
14661
9216
12712
30690

Comments
best in time
second best in time
best in size
second best in size
worst in time and size

Table D.12: ST4 results table.

Pair
<BSS,T>
<BSS,F>
<BSS,ins>
<CS,dec>
<CLS,nfo>
<CLS,rev>

Time spent
17
17
17
22
188
113

Proof Size
407
409
410
283
1110
1123

Comments
best in time
best in time
best in time
best in size
worst in time
worst in size

Table D.13: ST3 results table.

D.2.7

Backjumping Family Results

As expected, the Backjumping Simple Strategy achieved the best results with B PHP
family instances. The biggest instance solved within the time limit was B PHP36 , whose
size is 465; no strategy could solve B PHP37 within the time limit. B PHP36 was solved by
25 pairs. Of these, in 10 pairs the strategy was the Backjumping Simple Strategy. The
other fifteen pairs had Simple Strategy, Learning Strategy and Memory Saver Strategy (5
each) as strategy. B PHP34 was the biggest instance that was solved by all pairs.
In Table D.14 we can see the results obtained by some selected pairs with the biggest
solved instance (B PHP36 ). And in Table D.15 we present the results obtained by some
selected pairs with the biggest instance solved by all pairs (B PHP34 , whose size is 165).
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It is interesting to compare these results: the worst pair that solved B PHP34 took more
time than the best pair for B PHP36 and produced a bigger proof.
Pair
<BSS,or>
<BSS,T>
<BSS,rfo>
<BSS,dec>
<BSS,bi-impli>
<LS,nfo>

Time spent
11006
11116
11705
21425
105920
99591

Proof Size
21291
21296
21296
39483
110306
186361

Comments
best in time and size
second best in time and size
third best in time and size
fourth best in time and size
worst in time
worst in size

Table D.14: B PHP36 results table.

Pair
<BSS,T>
<BSS,or>
<CS,and>
<CS,inc>

Time spent
91
93
3615
11870

Proof Size
743
738
9702
26683

Comments
best in time
best in size
an intermediate result
worst in time and size

Table D.15: B PHP34 results table.

It is also interesting to compare B PHP with PHP results: the results obtained by
Backjumping Simple Strategy pairs with B PHP instances were only slightly worst than
those obtained with PHP instances. But the results obtained by other strategies were
much worst (for example, the time spent by <MSS,T> with B PHP was more than four
times the time spent by the same pair with PHP).

D.2.8

Random SAT Family Results

CPL strategies were able to give an answer in the time limit only for random K-SAT
(cnf) instances 1 to 3 (see Table D.1). The results are exhibited in Table D.16. These
results are much worse than those obtained by state-of-the-art SAT solvers.
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Instance
cnf1
cnf1
cnf1

Pair
<MSS,inc>
<CS,inc>
<CS,rfo>

Time spent
444
969
1684

Proof size
3778
3698
4654

Comments
best in time
best in size
worst in size and time

cnf2
cnf2

<MSS,nfo>
<CS,rfo>

8252
53208

19438
29428

best in size and time
worst in time and size

cnf3
cnf3
cnf3
cnf3

<MSS,rev>
<CS,nfo>
<CS,rfo>
<CS,bi-impli>

8540
18308
73356
60204

19243
19155
31204
31988

best in time
best in size
worst in time
worst in size

Table D.16: Random K-SAT results table.

D.2.9

First family results

mbC
The biggest first family (see Section D.1.2) instance solved within the time limit was
Φ190 , whose size is 993. And this instance was solved by all pairs. In Table D.17 we can see
the results obtained by some selected pairs with the biggest solved instance. The worst
pair in time for this instance lasts approximately 1.4 times more than the best one. And
the worst pair in size (which is the best in time) has almost the same size of the best
pairs.
Pair
<MBCES,dec>
<MBCSS,ins>
<MBCSS,inc>
<MBCES,nfo>

Time spent
66955
67258
78871
97387

Proof Size
58681
58591
58416
58416

Comments
best in time and worst in size
second best in time
one of the best in size
worst in time

Table D.17: mbC Φ190 results table.

mCi
The biggest instance solved by mCi pairs with first family (see Section D.1.2) instances
within the time limit was Φ190 . And this instance was solved by all pairs. In Table D.18
we can see the results obtained by some selected pairs with the biggest solved instance.
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The worst pair in time for this instance lasts approximately 1.4 times than the best one.
And the worst pair in size (which is the best in size) has almost the same size of the best
pairs.
Pair
<MCIES,dec>
<MCISS,ins>
<MCISS,and>
<MCIES,nfo>

Time spent
67042
67145
67199
96930

Proof Size
58681
58591
58591
58416

Comments
best in time and worst in size
second best in time
third best in time
worst in time and one of the best in size

Table D.18: mCi Φ190 results table.

CPL
We also posed instances of the first family to CPL pairs. The The biggest instance
solved within the time limit was Φ1120 (size 1083 for CPL8 ). And Φ190 (size 813 for CPL)
was the biggest instance solved within the time limit by all CPL pairs. Φ1120 was solved by
<MSS,bi-impli> (the best pair for this instance) in 42008 milliseconds and with a proof
size of 51550. The best pair for Φ190 was <MSS,rfo>, which solved this instance in 12980
milliseconds and produced a proof with a size of 29209. These results make it very clear
that this family is much easier for CPL than for mbC and mCi. The same observation
applies to all other LFI families submitted to CPL pairs.

D.2.10

Second family results

mbC
The biggest second family instance solved by mbC pairs within the time limit was
Φ214 , whose size is 472. And the biggest instance solved by all pairs was Φ210 (whose size is
278). In Table D.19 we can see the results obtained by the only two pairs that solved the
biggest solved instance. The interesting fact is that both use the same sorter: Reverse
Insertion Order. In Table D.20 we show some results obtained with the biggest instance
solved by all pairs (Φ210 ). The difference in time between the best and worst pairs is more
8

def

def

If we define ◦X = > and •X = ⊥, as we have shown in Section D.1.2, CPL versions of LFI problems
have a smaller size.
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than 12 times. And the difference in size between the best and worst pairs is more than
15 times.
Pair
<MBCSS,rev>
<MBCES,rev>

Time spent
25213
26297

Proof Size
57827
57827

Comments
best in time
second best in time

Table D.19: mbC Φ214 results table.

Pair
<MBCES,rev>
<MBCSS,rev>
<MBCSS,inc>
<MBCES,and>
<MBCSS,imp>
<MBCES,imp>

Time spent
2397
2401
10984
30573
23767
24401

Proof Size
9769
9769
26565
116037
149504
149504

Comments
best in time
second best in time
third best in time
worst in time
worst in size
worst in size

Table D.20: mbC Φ210 results table.

mCi
The biggest second family instance solved by mCi pairs within the time limit was
Φ217 , whose size is 649. And the biggest instance solved by all pairs was Φ211 (whose size is
322). In Table D.21 we can see the results obtained by the only two pairs that solved the
biggest solved instance. The interesting fact is that both use the same sorter: Reverse
Insertion Order. In Table D.22 we show some results obtained with the biggest instance
solved by all pairs (Φ211 ). The difference in time between the best and worst pairs is more
than 19 times. And the difference in size between the best and worst pairs is more than
22 times.
Pair
<MCISS,rev>
<MCIES,rev>

Time spent
112586
116751

Proof Size
181333
181333

Comments
best in time
second best in time

Table D.21: mCi Φ217 results table.
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Pair
<MCISS,rev>
<MCIES,rev>
<MCISS,inc>
<MCIES,and>
<MCISS,imp>
<MCIES,imp>

Time spent
4376
4550
27681
86858
65654
66834
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Proof Size
15785
15785
52226
285642
360515
360515

Comments
best in time and size
second best in time
third best in time
worst in time
worst in size
worst in size

Table D.22: mCi Φ211 results table.

CPL
We also posed instances of the second family to CPL pairs. The biggest instance
solved within the time limit was Φ220 (whose size is 623), and it was solved by all pairs.
It was solved by <MSS,T> (the best pair for this instance) in 2123 milliseconds and with
a proof size of 5784.

D.2.11

Third family results

mbC
The biggest instance solved by some mbC pairs with third family instances within
the time limit was Φ314 , whose size is 509. And the biggest instance solved by all pairs was
Φ311 (size 353). In Table D.23 we can see the results obtained by the only two pairs that
solved the biggest solved instance. The interesting fact is that both use the same sorter:
Reverse Insertion Order. In Table D.24 we show some results obtained with the biggest
instance solved by all pairs. The difference in time between the best and worst pairs is
more than 10 times. And the difference in size between the best and worst pairs is more
than 8 times.
Pair
<MBCSS,rev>
<MBCES,rev>

Time spent
96055
102098

Proof Size
163470
163470

Comments
best in time and size
second best in time

Table D.23: mbC Φ314 results table.
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Pair
<MBCSS,rev>
<MBCES,rev>
<MBCSS,dec>
<MBCES,ins>
<MBCSS,imp>
<MBCES,imp>

Time spent
7358
7798
10715
75160
49971
52308
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Proof Size
21915
21915
27942
115467
192386
192386

Comments
best in time and size
second best in time
third best in time
worst in time
worst in size
worst in size

Table D.24: mbC Φ311 results table.

mCi
The biggest instance solved by mCi pairs with third family instances. within the time
limit was Φ312 (size 402). And the biggest instance solved by all pairs was Φ310 (size 307).
In Table D.25 we can see the results obtained by some pairs that solved the biggest
solved instance. The interesting fact is that the two best pairs use the same sorter: Reverse
Insertion Order. The difference in time between the best and worst pairs is approximately
two times. And the difference in size between the best and worst pairs is less than 1.5
times.
In Table D.26 we show some results obtained with the biggest instance solved by all
pairs. The difference in time between the best and worst pairs is more than 7 times. And
the difference in size between the best and worst pairs is approximately 8 times.
Pair
<MCISS,rev>
<MCIES,rev>
<MCISS,or>
<MCIES,or>

Time spent
16925
18063
30769
32555

Proof Size
42590
42590
54903
54903

Comments
best in time and in size
second best in time
worst in size
worst in time and in size

Table D.25: mCi Φ314 results table.

CPL
We also posed instances of the second family to CPL pairs. The biggest instance
solved within the time limit was Φ320 (size 672), and it was solved by all pairs. It was
solved by <MSS,F> (the best pair for this instance) in 2513 milliseconds and with a proof
size of 6311.
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Pair
<MCISS,rev>
<MCIES,rev>
<MCIES,T>
<MCISS,imp>
<MCIES,imp>
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Time spent
3103
3338
28029
19634
20557

Proof Size
11786
11786
52540
87029
87029

Comments
best in time and size
second best in time
worst in time
worst in size
worst in size

Table D.26: mCi Φ310 results table.

D.2.12

Fourth family results

mbC
The biggest instance solved by mbC pairs with fourth family instances within the
time limit was Φ490 (size 1079). And the biggest instance solved by all pairs was Φ480 (size
959).
In Table D.27 we can see the results obtained by some pairs that solved the biggest
solved instance. In Table D.28 we show some results obtained with the biggest instance
solved by all pairs. In both cases, the best pairs’ results are only slightly better than the
worst pair results. The interesting fact is that the two best pairs use the same sorter:
Reverse String Order.
Pair
<MBCES,rfo>
<MBCSS,rfo>
<MBCSS,dec>

Time spent
55417
55486
74809

Proof Size
40142
40140
51202

Comments
best in time
second best in time and best in size
worst in time and in size

Table D.27: mbC Φ490 results table.

Pair
<MBCSS,rfo>
<MBCES,rfo>
<MBCSS,imp>
<MBCSS,dec>

Time spent
36033
36315
57975
48496

Proof Size
31865
31869
40480
40712

Comments
best in time and in size
second best in time
worst in time
worst in size

Table D.28: mbC Φ480 results table.
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mCi
The biggest instance solved by mCi pairs with fourth family instances within the time
limit was Φ490 . And the biggest instance solved by all pairs was Φ480 .
In Table D.29 we can see the results obtained by some pairs that solved the biggest
solved instance. The interesting fact is that the two best use the same sorter: Reverse
String Order. In Table D.30 we show some results obtained with the biggest instance
solved by all pairs. In both cases, the best pairs’ results are only slightly better than the
worst pair results. The interesting fact is that the two best pairs use the same sorter:
Reverse String Order.
Pair
<MCISS,rfo>
<MCIES,rfo>
<MCISS,dec>

Time spent
55026
55542
75296

Proof Size
40140
40142
51202

Comments
best in time and size
second best in time
worst in time and size

Table D.29: mCi Φ490 results table.

Pair
<MCISS,rfo>
<MCIES,rfo>
<MCISS,imp>
<MCISS,dec>

Time spent
35624
36177
58403
48500

Proof Size
31865
31869
40480
40712

Comments
best in time and size
second best in time
worst in time
worst in size

Table D.30: mCi Φ480 results table.

CPL
We also posed instances of the fourth family to CPL pairs. The biggest instance
solved within the time limit was Φ4100 (size 1000). And Φ490 was the biggest instance
solved within the time limit by all CPL pairs. Φ4100 was solved by <MSS,F> (the best
pair for this instance) in 39236 milliseconds and with a proof size of 41006. The best pair
for Φ490 was <MSS,rfo>, which solved this instance in 26162 milliseconds and produced a
proof with a size of 33306.
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Seventh family results

mbC
The biggest instance solved by mbC pairs with seventh family instances within the
time limit was Φ720 (size 336). And the biggest instance solved by all pairs was Φ77 (size
115).
In Table D.31 we can see the results obtained by some pairs that solved the biggest
solved instance. The best pair in time is more than 45 times faster than the worst pair.
And the proof produced by the worst pair is more than 35 times bigger than the proof
produced by the pair with the smallest proof.
In Table D.32 we show some results obtained with the biggest instance solved by all
pairs. Here the best pair in time is more than 1200 times faster than the worst pair.
And the proof produced by the worst pair is more than 480 times bigger than the proof
produced by the pair with the smallest proof.
Pair
<MBCES,F>
<MBCES,and>
<MBCSS,nfo>
<MBCSS,F>
<MBCSS,and>
<MBCES,rev>

Time spent
845
847
875
951
957
40319

Proof Size
3524
3524
3504
3504
3504
105872

Comments
best in time
second best in time
best in size
best in size
best in size
worst in time and size

Table D.31: mbC Φ720 results table.

Pair
<MBCES,F>
<MBCES,nfo>
<MBCES,and>
<MBCSS,and>
<MBCSS,nfo>
<MBCSS,F>
<MBCSS,rfo>

Time spent
30
32
32
33
34
35
38006

Proof Size
586
586
586
579
579
579
279070

Comments
best in time
second best in time
second best in time
best in size
best in size
best in size
worst in time and size

Table D.32: mbC Φ77 results table.
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mCi
The biggest instance solved by mCi pairs with seventh family instances within the
time limit was Φ720 . And the biggest instance solved by all pairs was Φ78 (size 132).
In Table D.33 we can see the results obtained by some pairs that solved the biggest
solved instance. The best pair in time is more than 45 times faster than the worst pair.
And the proof produced by the worst pair is more than 30 times bigger than the proof
produced by the pair with the smallest proof.
In Table D.34 we show some results obtained with the biggest instance solved by all
pairs. Here the best pair in time is more than 2400 times faster than the worst pair.
And the proof produced by the worst pair is more than 870 times bigger than the proof
produced by the pair with the smallest proof.
Pair
<MCIES,and>
<MCISS,nfo>
<MCISS,F>
<MCISS,and>
<MCIES,rev>

Time spent
849
883
963
964
40445

Proof Size
3524
3504
3504
3504
105872

Comments
best in time
best in size
best in size
best in size
worst in time and size

Table D.33: mCi Φ720 results table.

Pair
<MCIES,F>
<MCISS,rfo>
<MCISS,nfo>
<MCISS,F>
<MCISS,and>
<MCISS,rfo>

Time spent
45
7209
49
51
51
110192

Proof Size
728
720
720
720
720
629303

Comments
best in time
best in size
best in size
best in size
best in size
worst in time and size

Table D.34: mCi Φ78 results table.

CPL
We also posed instances of the second family to CPL pairs. The biggest instance
solved within the time limit was Φ725 (size 272), and it was solved by all pairs. It was
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solved by <MSS,or> (the best pair for this instance) in 317 milliseconds and with a proof
size of 3246.

D.2.14

Eighth family results

mbC
As all eighth family instances are not valid for mbC, the biggest instance we submitted
for mbC pairs was Φ810 (size 186). This was found to be not valid by all pairs. All proofs
took approximately the same time and have almost the same size. The best result for the
biggest instance was obtained by the <MBCSS,dec> pair which took 148 milliseconds and
produced a refutation of size 1257.
mCi
The biggest instance solved by mCi pairs with eighth family instances within the time
limit was Φ850 (size 946). And the biggest instance solved by all pairs was Φ87 (size 129).
In Table D.35 we can see the results obtained by some pairs that solved the biggest
solved instance. The time and size of best and worst pairs are almost the same.
In Table D.36 we show some results obtained with the biggest instance solved by all
pairs. Here the best pair in time is more than 2000 times faster than the worst pair.
And the proof produced by the worst pair is more than 530 times bigger than the proof
produced by the pair with the smallest proof.
Pair
<MCISS,or>
<MCISS,dec>
<MCIES,or>
<MCIES,dec>

Time spent
18430
18442
18635
18969

Proof Size
25407
25407
25507
25507

Comments
best in time and in size
second best in time
worst in size
worst in time and size

Table D.35: mCi Φ850 results table.
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Pair
<MCISS,or>
<MCISS,dec>
<MCIES,dec>
<MCIES,and>

Time spent
39
40
41
78662

Proof Size
682
682
696
365630
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Comments
best in time and in size
second best in time and best in size
third best in time
worst in time and one of the worst in size

Table D.36: mCi Φ87 results table.

CPL
We also posed instances of the eighth family to CPL pairs. The biggest instance we
submitted was Φ810 (size 166), and it was solved by all pairs. It was solved by <MSS,rev>
(the best pair for this instance) in 17 milliseconds and with a proof size of 1006.

D.2.15

Ninth family results

mbC
As all ninth family instances are not valid for mbC, the biggest instance we submitted
for mbC pairs was Φ925 (size 397). This was found to be not valid by all pairs. All proofs
took approximately the same time and have almost the same size. The best result in
time for the biggest instance was obtained by the <MBCSS,nfo> pair which took 1807
milliseconds and produced a refutation of size 6219. And the best result in size for the
biggest instance was obtained by the <MBCES,or> pair which took 1897 milliseconds and
produced a refutation of size 5740.
mCi
The biggest instance solved by mCi pairs with ninth family instances within the time
limit was Φ975 (size 1197). And the biggest instance solved by all pairs was Φ940 (size 637).
In Table D.37 we can see the results obtained by some pairs that solved the biggest
solved instance. The size of best and worst pairs are almost the same, but the time taken
to finish the worst pair was approximately 1.6 higher than the time taken by the best
pair.
In Table D.38 we show some results obtained with the biggest instance solved by all
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pairs. Here the best pair in time is more than 9 times faster than the worst pair. And
the proof produced by the worst pair is approximately 1.8 times bigger than the proof
produced by the pair with the smallest proof.
Pair
<MCIES,inc>
<MCIES,imp>
<MCISS,rev>

Time spent
59644
59818
100869

Proof Size
47691
47691
48142

Comments
best in time and size
second best in time
worst in time and size

Table D.37: mCi Φ975 results table.

Pair
<MCIES,imp>
<MCIES,inc>
<MCIES,rev>

Time spent
7547
7549
68886

Proof Size
14231
14231
25534

Comments
best in time and size
second best in time
worst in time and size

Table D.38: mCi Φ940 results table.

CPL
We also posed instances of the second family to CPL pairs. The biggest instance we
submitted was Φ925 (size 272), and it was solved by all pairs. It was solved by <MSS,T>
(the best pair for this instance) in 209 milliseconds and with a proof size of 3246.
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